


Have fun coloring with a variety of media.
Crayons — who doesn’t love reliving their childhood by smudging colored 
wax across beautifully textured paper? 

Markers — these are a great choice for simple to challenging coloring 
books, they also mix well with colored pencils to create a lovely textured 
and dramatic feel. Markers come in a variety of shades, have precision  
tips and offer bright, vibrant colors. 

Colored pencils —  the crayon’s more sophisticated cousin. Colored pencils 
are great for artists of any level and offer a hard, precise tip, which is easy 
to keep sharp. They come in many colors, and layer very well. Press softer 
for lighter colors and harder for a more dense, rich color. Colored pencils 
can be used along side other media, like markers to create a beautifully 
textured finish. 

EXAMPLES of different media
marker colored pencil & markercolored pencil
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